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Welcome to the seventh edition of the Spruce
Street School Community
Connector! This magazine is filled with stories of
people who work in our community. Before you
start turning the pages to meet them, let us
introduce the authors: The writers are ten- and
eleven-year-old students in their final year at
Spruce Street School.
Community is a core value at Spruce Street
School. We believe “it is important for students
to feel connected and able to contribute to the
larger community around us.” In their time at
Spruce Street School—six years, in most cases—
these Moving On students have made their mark
and left our school community better than they
found it. In most years, students fan out to local
businesses and service organizations in our
school’s urban neighborhood. This year we find
ourselves in a unique situation: suddenly our
community has both shrunk and widened at the
same time. Though we cannot go out and
interview people in close physical proximity, we
can use technology to interview people in our
wider community—the community of our
Moving On students' families and friends,
wherever they may be.

As these students prepare to join new school
communities in the fall, students interviewed
people nominated by their teachers and families.
They learned about their work, their stories, and a
few of the many ways people can make their
communities, and their world, a better
place. These conversations form the basis for the
profiles you hold in your hands.

MISSION STATEMENT

Spruce Street School is a nurturing educational community that instills in a
broad range of children the social, emotional, and intellectual skills for
lifelong participation in a diverse society.

914 Virginia Street

Seattle, WA 98101
www.SpruceStreetSchool.org

206–621–9211

HELPING PEOPLE THROUGH TOUGH
CHALLENGES IN EVEN TOUGHER TIMES!
Meet Karen Villareal: A Registered Nurse at Swedish Hospital

“If I can help people, I help
them.”

What is the purpose of her
job?

helps her release strong
emotions.

The purpose of Karen’s job is
to make people feel better, so
they can go home with their
families and see their pets if
they have any. Making them
feel better means helping
them to recover from illness
or injury so they can resume a
healthy life.

What is Karen’s favorite part
of the job?

How does a Registered
Nurse benefit the
community?

Karen really likes to see
people smile. A patient
wanted to see her dog, but it
was against the rules, so she
asked her manager if she
could bring the dog in. They
said yes! So, she brought the
dog in for a couple of hours
and the visit released her
patient’s stress, which made
her patient very happy and
able to heal faster.

Karen’s job benefits the
community by helping people
so they can go home and live
Karen Villareal is one of the
normal lives. Living a normal
most important essential
life means being able to do
workers during the time of
activities that the patient does
COVID-19. She has to wear 2 on a regular day, without their
masks, along with other
injury/illness affecting that.
protective equipment, and has
How long have you had this
to use LOTS of hand
job? Have you had any other
sanitizer. Karen is a
jobs?
registered nurse at Swedish
Hospital. Keep reading for
Karen has been at Swedish
more information about
BY AMELIA
Hospital for four years.
Karen's job.
Before that she worked at
The Big Picture: What do
peoples’ houses. At peoples’
you do on a daily basis as a houses she helped them
recover from sicknesses
Registered Nurse?
without having to leave their
Registered Nurses like Karen house. In Costa Rica she was
have to help give medications a teacher.
to patients, provide support to
What are the biggest
patient family members, and
challenges?
report changes in patient
status, to name a few of her
When the nurses and doctors
responsibilities. If she can
do everything they can, like
help people, she will help
trying all forms of medication
them. She gives shots to
homeless people. She likes to or treatment, or maybe
surgeries, and the patients
volunteer.
don’t get better. Sometimes
the patients pass away, and
she cries. To Karen, crying
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WHO MANAGES THE MANAGERS?
Meet Jennifer Hubbard: Manager at Amazon Web Services
What day to day activities
help get to that purpose?
“We make sure the
information is correct and also
is written in a way so that the
customers can understand.
Our customers are engineers
and software developers and
people who build things like
Netflix,” Jennifer explains.

How does AWS benefit the
community? Making
information publicly available
to help people figure things
out or learn more is valuable.
Jennifer says her favorite part
of the job is helping other
Did you know that are
people because managing is
managers who manage the
a very hard job: “My favorite
managers who manage
part of the job is helping
people? Well there are, and
managers be more effective,
one of them is named Jennifer because it's very gratifying.”
Hubbard! She works for
AWS. Jennifer manages a
team of managers who
manage technical writers and What are the biggest
programmer writers. What is challenges? “I'm a people
manager and being a people
AWS you ask? AWS stands
manager is a hard job—a lot
for Amazon Web Services,
of times people become
and is Amazon's web/cloud
managers because they are
division.
really good at their own
What is the purpose of the
individual job, and being a
job? “We provide all the
people manager takes a
technical documentation and whole new skillset. There's a
code samples for using all the lot of complexity: I deal with a
AWS cloud services,”
lot of different people and a
Jennifer says. She explained
lot of different technology, so
that she thinks the cloud
trying to keep all of that in
mind and where the company
services are similar to a
wants to go.”
grocery store, in that they
have all the bits and pieces
you might need to make your
own recipe, in a metaphorical
sense.
“My favorite part of the job is
helping managers be more
effective, because it's very
gratifying.”
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What was Jennifer’s first job,
and how did it prepare her
for what she does now?
Jennifer’s first job was playing
the french horn for shows that
needed extra french horns. ”I
think it prepared me for my
other jobs because it taught
me to be prepared and to
show up on time,” she
explains.

What do you see yourself
doing in ten years? Jennifer
says that her career path has
not been linear so she doesn't
know, because ten years is a
long time in the world of
technology. She wants to go
on helping people one way or
another

BY BOONE
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SOLVING PROBLEMS WITH TED
SCHNEIDER!
Meet Ted Schneider: Consultant and Leader
doing 10-15 projects at one
time. A lot of Ted’s day is spent
in meetings, so he has been
spending a lot of time on Zoom
over the last 2 months, meeting
with organizations they work
with and also thinking about how
their own business is doing and
how can he be a good leader for
his business in these times.

“I love projects and just problemsolving, and this job gives me the
ability to do that on a daily basis.”

Did you know that Ted
Schneider has worked at his
company for over 10 years? Ted
works as a consultant at the
Camber Collective. He has hired
everyone there, and he loves his
job! Well read more and you’ll
find out more about him!
The Big Picture: what does it
mean to be a consultant?
Consultants help organizations
solve tricky problems, or help
them with something new. They
do a lot of helping with things
that organizations don't usually
do themselves.

Did anyone or anything
influence Ted to do his job
now? Ted thinks that some of
the things he learned when he
wanted to be an architect have
helped him become a
professional problem-solver for
organizations. Also, when he
How does a consultant benefit was in middle school a tennis
the community? Ted’s work
coach told him, “Ted, you can
helps by trying to help people
make this game as interesting or
make good decisions, and figure as boring as you want it to be,
out how they can make things
you can really take advantage of
better for people.
the choices you make to make
the game more interesting.”
What is Ted’s favorite part?
And in that moment he thought it
Ted really loves to hire people.
was some interesting advice for
He has hired every single one of tennis and also some interesting
the employees at his company
advice for life. You can really
over 10 years. “I love the
make life as interesting as you
process of meeting people and
want it to be but you have to
then inviting them to join and
make those decisions, you have
work for our firm, and then
to force the action yourself.
getting to know them and
watching them grow in their
When and how did Ted figure
careers.”
out he wanted to be a
consultant? Ted started doing
Biggest challenges? A part of
this job of consulting when he
what Ted’s company does is
was right out of college. He
give advice to their clients or
worked for another company for
organizations. When giving
about 10 years, and then he
advice to their clients, “one thing decided to start this company.
that is hard is when they don't
And he has worked at it for
agree with you.” Consultants
about another 10 years.
have to make sure that they can
try to influence and help their
clients by trying to show them
they're making the right
decision, and to have them
understand why they are making
that recommendation.

What is the job’s purpose?
Consultants help their clients
with decisions—they help
people by making things easier
The kind of projects that the
Camber Collective does are all
related to what they call social
impact—things that are
important to our community such
as how people can be healthier,
live longer, get out of
When Ted was a kid, what did
homelessness, have food and
he want to be when he grew
jobs that they need
up? He wanted to be an
architect. He and his mom
What day-to-day activities help would go to all these open
get to that purpose? Every day houses, not because they
is very different for Ted. His
wanted to move or they were
company has about 30
trying to find a house, but it was
employees and they are usually more just for fun. Ted always
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thought it would be fun to just
design buildings and houses.

BY ELEKTRA
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TAKE A TERRIFIC TRIP!
Meet Gretchen Strauch: Online-Content Editor for Rick Steves’ Europe
mission is to inform and
inspire American travelers.
What is your favorite part
of your job?
Gretchen’s favorite part of
her job is being a tour
guide. She leads unguided
tours where the people on
“You see yourself as part of the tour are mostly by
themselves, but she helps
the world; it changes how
them make the most of their
you think about yourself.”
time by giving tips and
showing them her favorite
Ever wanted to go to
Europe but been scared or places. She loves seeing
people who are on their
unsure about it? Have no
first trip and are so excited
fear, Gretchen is here!
because it reminds her
Gretchen is the Onlineabout how she felt the first
Content Editor for Rick
time she traveled.
Steves’ Europe. Keep
reading to learn more about
How does your job affect
her.
or benefit the community?
The Big Picture: What
People get to travel who
does it mean to be an
maybe haven’t before and
it’s an amazing experience
Online-Content Editor?
Gretchen edits the content for them.
for her company’s website
and gets to travel places to What do you like to do in
lead tours and update guide your free time?
books. She works for Rick In her free time, Gretchen
is mostly planning trips,
Steves’ Europe, a local
which she loves to do. She
travel company based in
loves to plan trips to see
Edmonds. An onlineher niece and nephew. She
content editor plans,
recently took them to
creates, edits and
London.
publishes content on
websites.
What are some
What is the purpose of the challenging parts of your
A
job? Gretchen’s company job?
challenging
part
of
her job
wants to help people who
is
that
she
mostly
works
in
think they don't have
an office. She has also
enough money to travel or
been at the same company
just have never traveled
for sixteen years so she is
before. Her company’s
always working with the
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same people. “Sometimes
they feel like family, and
sometimes that’s a good
thing and sometimes it’s
hard.” She is also a slow
worker and she has tight
deadlines.
How did you decide to get
this job?
She wasn’t sure what to do
but she knew about editing
so that’s why she got this
job. She also liked to travel,
so it was a perfect fit.
What is the most
interesting place you have
ever traveled?
She thinks that China is
very interesting and she
says “The more different
the culture is from what we
are used to, the more
interesting it is to visit.”
What are your plans or
goals for the future of
your career?
Gretchen wants to work
fewer hours so she can
enjoy life and do things
besides just her job. That
has been a goal for her for
a while.

BY ELLEN
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MEDICAL PROTECTOR
Meet Miranda Aye: Civil Litigation Lawyer
What day-to-day activities help
get to that purpose? Miranda’s
job changes a lot. If she is in a
trial she goes to court every day.
Sometimes meets with an expert
about something in a case, or
she might meet with the other
side's expert and ask them
questions. Later she writes
reports meets with doctors and
her clients.

What do you do when you are
representing someone you
think made a mistake? The
way Miranda figures out if her
doctor made a mistake is by
talking to other doctors in their
field and asking their opinions.
She has represented doctors
where others said it was not this
doctor’s best day. In those
cases, they settle, which means
they pay money to the person
How does being a lawyer
who was hurt. If the person who
“I get to meet so many great
benefit the community? The
was hurt is not being reasonable
people: my clients, lawyers and
doctors have to take risks others about how much money they
doctors”
jobs don’t. If they get sued, they should get, Miranda goes to trial
need to be defended.
and lets the jury decide how
Did you know that there are
Sometimes doctors do
much money is fair.
lawyers that represent doctors, everything right and there still
nurses and hospitals? Miranda
Typically, how long does it
isn’t a good outcome and the
Aye is that lawyer. She
patient gets mad so Miranda
take to finish a case? Each
researches and interviews
helps the doctors.
case takes Miranda 3 years and
doctors to help her with cases
sometimes longer because the
she is doing. She also helps
What is Miranda's favorite part types of cases she does are
doctors when they get sued.
of the job? Miranda’s favorite
usually complicated and she has
Doctors have really important
part is getting to help doctors
to learn a lot of different stuff.
jobs and sometimes they make
and give support. She gets to
She has to gather medical
mistakes, and sometimes
meet many great people: her
records and she has to hire her
patients get sicker even if
clients, lawyers, and doctors.
expert witnesses and send
doctors do all the right things.
things to them and talk to them
Miranda writes reports and has What is the biggest challenge? about what they think. There's
meetings with clients and
Miranda’s biggest challenge is
lots of work she has to do
doctors. Keep reading to learn
keeping up with all the reports.
before she can go to trial.
more about Miranda Aye and her After meeting with all these
job as a civil litigator.
people and making phone calls,
Miranda is supposed to write a
The Big Picture: what is a civil summary of everything she is
litigator? Miranda is a lawyer
doing. It can be challenging
who represents doctors, nurses when she has other work to do.
and hospitals when somebody
sues them saying they did
What made you want to be a
something wrong and harm
lawyer? Miranda’s mom thought
during medical care.
she should be a lawyer so she
convinced Miranda to go to law
What is the purpose of the
school. Before she got in, she
job? The purpose is to help
was a nanny for 8 years. When
doctors if they get sued.
she got into law school, she was BY ELINA
Doctors help a lot of people and not sure if she wanted to be a
people make mistakes. Miranda lawyer. She did not want to look
wants to have a chance to help. back one day and wonder what
If Miranda thinks her client
would have happened if she
would lose in court, she
went to law school. She decided
recommends that they settle the to try it out and see what
case and agree to pay a certain happens. Now, she has a really
amount without a trial.
good job as a lawyer.
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CREATING HAPPINESS
Meet Scott Porad: The Amazing Mobile Software Designer!
His work at Rover.com benefits
the community because pets
make people happy! I am glad
that Scott does his work
because it helps the community
by making people feel happier.
Scott creates happiness!
What is the most interesting
part of your job? There are
many interesting parts Scott
thinks the most interesting part
is that everyone has different
preferences. For example, how
“I would challenge you to find
anything in the history of
do you like to treat your dog?
humankind—besides medicine
Or, what does your dog like or
and maybe art—that makes
need? Scott’s dog, Oscar,
people happier than a pet.”
likes to be pet but doesn’t like
to walk a lot. My dog, Abby,
Hi! Today I am going to tell you likes both. Scott thinks it is
about Scott Porad. Scott has
interesting to figure out how to
worked for many companies,
build a website or mobile app
including ESPN.com,
that works for lots of different
drugstore.com, Cheezburger
people, lifestyles, and dogs.
Network, and now Rover.com.
He received the Tech Impact
What is the biggest challenge
Award from Seattle Business
of your job? One challenge is
Magazine in 2018!
figuring out what to make. This
is especially challenging
What does it mean to be a
because technology is always
mobile app designer? A
changing.
mobile app designer is
someone who makes apps and What do you like to do in your
websites more user friendly. At free time? In his free time,
Rover.com, the app Scott
Scott loves to ski and loves to
designs helps people find dog be on the water. He has a
sitters and dog walkers. His
saying, “I like to be on the
main purpose is to help people. water more than I like to be in
For example, when you’re
the mountains. And I love to be
away from home and you need in the mountains!”
someone to care for your pet,
Rover can help you. The overall What does a typical work day
purpose of his job is to, “Use
look like for you? On a typical
technology to help people
work day (before COVID),
solve problems.”
Scott gets up and goes to
work. He has a cup of coffee
How does a mobile app
and checks emails. He goes to
designer’s job benefit the
meetings. One type of meeting
community? A Mobile app
is a “stand up” meeting! If
designer's job benefits the
you’re wondering what a stand
community by helping people
up meeting is (so was I!),
have an easy way to use
people stand, share, and check
different apps and websites.
in. It is like circle time at
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school. Standing makes people
share their ideas more quickly
or at least not for long. Another
meeting is a planning meeting.
People talk about problems
and how a mobile app could
solve them. In the afternoon,
Scott sits at his computer and
gets to build and create things!
What was one of your favorite
jobs? “Oh, that is tough to
answer!” Working for ESPN
was really fun because he likes
sports. He worked for a
website and mobile app that
showed cute videos of cats! It
was fun because it made
people laugh and feel happy.
Who doesn’t LOVE cute cat
videos??! His favorite is the
company that showed cat
videos. “When people look at
something and think it’s really
funny, it’s a good feeling for
them and for us” I was thankful
to interview Scott and learn
more about building websites
and mobile apps. AND Scott’s
children are Spruce Street
School alumni!

BY GRACE
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SHIPPING BEHIND THE SCENES
Meet Andrew Cramer: Senior Operations Coordinator at FLEXE
(also Jeopardy Game Show Player)
FLEXE does not make stuff,
they help distribute it. Andrew
helps customers by working
within the FLEXE system to
troubleshoot any errors that
may arise and help find
efficiencies in the distribution
process.
“FLEXE is like the Airbnb of
warehousing.”

How did you study for
Jeopardy? Andrew studied
for Jeopardy by reading a lot
of children's information
books.
What was it like being on
Jeopardy? The Jeopardy
board is made up of about 60
small tv monitors that are kind
of far away, and there are
bright studio lights shining
right on your face. “It is
stressful, and very fun.”

What day-to-day activities
help get to that purpose?
Have you ever wondered
Andrew uses daily reports
where your package came
with the warehouse and
from? Well, Andrew Cramer
customer to troubleshoot any
knows! In fact, he knows
issues that may arise. He also
Why did you want to be on
answers to lots of other
uses spreadsheets and data
questions! Between travelling to help find efficiencies within Jeopardy? When Andrew
was three the most important
up and down the west coast
the supply chain.
rule in his house was no
as senior operations
What is the hardest part
talking when Jeopardy was on
coordinator, he was on
about
your
job?
Getting
unless you knew the answer.
Jeopardy! Keep reading and
alignment
between
multiple
Andrew wanted to be on
learn more about FLEXE and
America's favorite trivia show! parties on what is best for the Jeopardy because he wanted
end customer can sometimes to compete and be able to
The Big Picture: what does lead to disagreements that
speak up.
it mean to be a Senior
require troubleshooting and
Operations Coordinator at
persuasion, which are two
FLEXE? Andrew calls FLEXE skills that Andrew enjoys.
“the Airbnb of warehousing”.
How does your job benefit
A warehouse is a large
the community? Andrew is
building where companies
currently helping people who
can store their items in
aren’t comfortable going to
between manufacturing and
the store but want food and
delivery. FLEXE helps
cleaning supplies. FLEXE is
companies find warehouse
building out a system where
space. They provide a
they can track expiration
solution. With FLEXE, you
can pay for storage as you go dates. This is helpful so when
versus paying for a multi-year someone orders food, it is not
expired when they get it.
contract.
BY JAMES B.
What is the purpose of the
job? Andrew’s job is to help
customers get products to
their end customers. If you
have ever ordered something
on Amazon or other online
websites, then it probably
was not produced by Amazon
itself but Amazon helped get
the product to your door.
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What is your favorite part of
the job? Andrew likes his job
because as a kid he always
liked solving problems and
coming up with solutions, “it
always reminded me of jigsaw
puzzles.” Also, he likes talking
with lots of different types of
people.
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THE RACING INSTRUCTOR
Meet DOC Doolittle: Race Car Driver
become a professional race
car driver. He teaches skills
like high aim vision and
working the braking system
that can reduce crashes on
the road. He also teaches
people how to stay safer by
practicing the skills learned in
the classroom.

Doc teaches that “high aim
vision can get you up to 3
seconds of reaction time”
Doc is a race car driver and
uses his knowledge to teach
others how to understand the
skills needed to drive at that
level. Doc loves to drive. Doc
loves to teach people. He has
a passion for safety. Keep
reading to learn about Doc
Doolittle.
What is the purpose of the
job?
Doc says, “the most important
thing is keeping people safe.”
He teaches high aim vision for
extra reaction time. High aim
vision is looking further down
the road. This means paying
attention to what’s farther out
in front of you. High aim vision
practices can be used for
racing as well as everyday
driving.
How does your job benefit
the community?
Doc teaches people how to
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What is your favorite part of
the job?
Doc’s favorite part of his job
is teaching people how to
drive cars. He enjoys teaching
regular drivers how to drive a
race car like the ones driven
in the NASCAR racing series
that you might see on TV.

passenger seat. They break
for lunch. After lunch, they do
actual track time and do
about 2 more driving
sessions. At the end of the
day, Doc says, drivers will be
so tired they will dream about
hitting the brakes.
How do you connect your
job with your passion for
philanthropy?
Doc raises money for
Children’s Hospital,
connecting his passion for
racing to raising money for
charity. The owner of the race
track started the charity.
Every year they go to the 24hour race, Daytona. Like a
jogathon, they collect money
for each lap they complete. In
the past they’ve raised 6.4
million dollars.

What are the biggest
challenges?
Figuring out the students is
the biggest challenge. Some
have race car driving
experience and some don’t.
When they are learning, some
ask a lot of questions and it is
important for them to ask a lot
of questions so they can
know what they need to do.
Some students who have
experience need a reset
because they think they know
everything. Doc teaches them
so they know the right things
to do on the race track.
BY JASPER
What does a normal day
look like?
Doc first takes the students
into the classroom, instructing
them on the topics of the day.
They go out onto the track
under supervision and do
about six drills. Then they
work on driving skills like
smoothness, balance,
consistency, and
concentration. He does one
lap with the person in the
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BEHIND THE MUSIC WITH KASEY SOBEY
Meet Kasey Sobey: Tour Manager and Tour Coordinator

“It’s really cool to bring the music
to a community full of people who
have been waiting to see this
artist… or just love music or have
never heard of him before”

What is really going on behind
the tour? You are about to hear
first-hand from Kasey Sobey, a
tour manager and tour
coordinator for Donald Glover,
who performs under the stage
name Childish Gambino. Kasey
coordinates everything for
Donald, including making sure
he and his crew eat, sleep and
perform with no worries at all.
The Big Picture: what does it
mean to be a Tour Manager?
Kasey is a tour manager and
tour coordinator for Wolf and
Rothstein, Childish Gambino’s
tour company. As a tour
manager, she runs everything
from day-to-day logistics to
hotels, flights, and cars. She
makes sure everyone and
everything gets to the right
place on time. As tour
coordinator, she helps plan
tours.
What is the purpose of the
job? The tour manager’s
purpose is in its name—to
make sure tours run smoothly
and that Donald Glover doesn’t
have to focus on planning the
tour, only on the music he’s
performing.
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What day-to-day activities
help get to that purpose? On
a day-to-day basis, Kasey does
whatever it takes to make sure
Donald’s tour runs on point
and smoothly. Day-to-day
activities that Kasey does to
help the tour run smoothly
include organizing a rider. A
rider is a list of requests that
the artist wants on the day of
the show. On the rider Kasey
includes things like the number
of people to feed, times to
serve food, types of snacks,
food and drinks, and supplies
needed. Once the performers
go to their dressing room the
food and supplies are already
there. Kasey also schedules
Donald’s shows and
interviews.
How does a Tour Manager
benefit the community? Tour
managers benefit the
community in many ways.
Kasey likes to be a part of a
team that makes the music
happen for the community.
Kasey says “It is really cool to
bring the show to groups of
people who have either been
waiting to see Donald Glover’s
music for a long time or love
music in general” or have never
heard his music.

off track. It is hard to maintain
relationships with family and
friends.
What’s it like to work with a
famous person? For Kasey,
working with a famous person
is awesome. She says that
Donald Glover is a really cool
person and he is really nice.
Kasey gets to run the guest
list, which means if they have a
show Donald gets to invite
people and Kasey makes sure
they get in and out smoothly.
Kasey has met famous people
and you treat them with the
same respect as you would any
person.
What does Kasey like to do in
her free time? In her free time
on tour, Kasey likes to go and
see different cities. And eat
new foods in the cities.
Is this Kasey’s dream job?
When she was around 11,
Kasey wanted to be a pop star.
But as she got older, she
realized she served the
community better doing
logistics and not being up in
front. That is why she is still
working in the music industry
but doing what she does best
and enjoys most, which is
doing logistics for a performer.

What is the best part of the
job? Kasey likes to be a part of
a team that makes music
happen. A good example is
when Donald Glover played at
a festival called Coachella with
over 120,000 people. Kasey
said “it is wild to see that many
people so excited over one
person's music”.
What are the biggest
challenges? Tour management
BY JONAS
is a 24/7 job. You are on call
all the time. It is really fast
paced. It is super easy to get
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FROM ENDOCRINOLOGY TO COVID-19
REPONSE
Meet Dr. Karen Schubert: Doctor and Leader at the VA
Zoom and leading the
communication for the VA’s
Emergency Operations Center,
because she knows the
hospital extremely well.

What is your favorite part of
the job? Her favorite part of
the job is being around people
and working with a team to
help veterans. She likes
helping people with obesity
What is the purpose? Before and diabetes and figuring out a
quarantine Dr. Foster Schubert good plan for them.
spent time teaching medical
students and doctors who
What are the biggest
wanted more practice. She
challenges? Dr. Foster
worked in a clinic with
Schubert says the biggest
Veterans. She did work on
challenges are communication
diabetes and obesity. Now, she during coronavirus because
tries to organize doing
you can't be all working
something they have never
together. Now all her
done before, and helps many
communications have to be on
people do new jobs because of Zoom meetings.
“First and foremost, I take care the coronavirus pandemic.
of patients.”
How did she get from being
What day-to-day activities
an endocrinologist to an
Have you ever heard of the job help get to that purpose?
incident command COVID-19,
endocrinology? Endocrinology Before the COVID 19
medical branch director for
is the study of hormones and
outbreak, Dr. Foster Schubert operations? Dr. Foster
Dr. Karen Foster Schubert
had daily meetings. She
Schubert knows the hospital
works in that job at the VA
coordinated how to prioritize
better than a lot of other
Medical Center in Seattle. VA care for Veterans. She spent
people from her previous
stands for Veterans Affairs,
some time in the clinic. Since
leadership roles. A lot of
and is a hospital for veterans
the outbreak: Meetings,
people had other jobs they
who have seen action in war or meetings, meetings! Even with were doing before Covid and
served in the U.S. Military. But the extra work she is doing, Dr. now have also taken on big
a dramatic change happened
Foster Schubert can still spend leadership roles as well.
to her on March 3rd, and now a little bit of time in the clinic.
she is the incident command
lead for COVID-19, medical
How does her job benefit the
branch director for operations community? Dr. Foster
for the VA.
Schubert’s job helps the
community by treating obesity
What did Dr. Foster Schubert and working at the VA. Right
do before and after the
now, she reaches out to
COVID pandemic? Before
veterans who live far from the
quarantine, Dr. Foster
hospital and checks if their
Schubert did three things:
community can help them or if
clinical care, research on
they need assistance getting to
obesity and hormones, and
the hospital. Quarantine is
teaching medical students.
particularly difficult for veterans BY LIAM L.
After the quarantine began, she that have been in war zones
started working 12 hours a
because it can trigger bad
day. Her job shifted from being memories.
in the clinic at the VA to now
having to see patients over
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SELLING COMPANIES ON 98POINT6
Meet Brook West: Vice President of Sales for 98point6
company) to companies like
Google.
What is the purpose of the
job? Brook helps companies
meet their goal of getting
people the highest quality
healthcare at low or no cost
on their phones. The phone
app works by asking you
questions about your
symptoms via artificial
intelligence (AI for short) and
“My company 98point6, which relaying them to the doctor.
sounds like a radio station if
You are then connected with
we are all being honest, is not a doctor who helps diagnose
a radio station, it’s a reference
your condition and helps you
to your average body
get treatment.
temperature.”
Did you know there is a way
for doctors to diagnose
patients online that is quick
and easy? Meet Brook West.
She is the Vice President of
Sales for 98point6. 98point6
is a virtual healthcare service.
They work with patients to
quickly diagnose their
problems online. Brook is
selling 98point6 to big
companies to help lots of
people, and due to COVID19, she's especially busy right
now. Keep reading to learn
more about how Brook helps
98point6 and how the
company works.
The Big Picture: what does
it mean to be a Vice
President of Sales?
Brook manages a team of
sales representatives (or
“reps” for short), works with
her company’s marketing
team to tell them what is
working and what is not
working, and helps make
strategic sales (something
very important to the
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What day-to-day activities
help Brook get to that
purpose? Brook checks in
with her sales team and tries
to make them feel like VIPs,
which means to make them
feel very important by
listening to their ideas and
helping them improve. She
does big presentations to
companies for strategic sales.
She spends most of her days
on Zoom meetings and phone
calls!
How does a Vice President
of Sales benefit the
community? Brook’s job
expands the health care
business by getting health
care to many people.

broadly represented in the
market.
Why is the company called
98point6? It sounds like a
radio station, but Brook’s
company is named 98point6
because that’s a reference to
your average body
temperature.
How has COVID-19 affected
the company’s business and
Brook’s job? The company
has been so much busier! In
just the first quarter of this
year they have seen three
times more patients than in all
of 2019. Brook has gone
from working ten hours a day
to fifteen hours a day or more.
Can you get health care in
Japan with this service?
Unfortunately, not right now.
98point6 is only licensed in
the U.S., but they plan to
become international in the
future.
Can this be expanded to
veterinarians and more?
While 98point6 doesn’t cover
pets right now, Brook says
that her company thinks it can
be expanded to veterinarians
and other medical specialists
in the future.

What is Brook’s favorite part
of the job? Brook’s favorite
part of her job is working with
clients to help solve their
business challenges.
What are the biggest
challenges? The biggest
challenges are staying current
with marketing to ensure that BY LIAM M.
the company and brand are
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LIVING MY PASSION BY CONNECTING OTHERS
TO THEIRS!
Meet Shauna Swerland: CEO of Fuel Talent!
and friendly. It's important for
Swerland to be a good
listener and understand what
people are saying. It is
important because she needs
to know what employees and
employers are saying and
what they need, and
understand how they are
feeling

when their basic needs are
met.
What is Swerland’s favorite
part of the job? Swerland’s
favorite part of her job is
being able to help others, as I
said before. She loves to give
back and know she helped
someone for their lifetime.

What are the biggest
challenges? The most
challenging part of
Swerland’s job is not being
“Some of my job is for the
able to get someone a job and
money, and some is just to
not being able to help them.
help and give back”
She works really hard and
doesn't want her clients to
Lately, many people have
feel like she did nothing.
been getting laid off. Work is
Swerland talks with them so
critical during these times.
they feel like she did
Working is important so you
What
are
specific
things
that
something.
don't become homeless and
Swerland
does
on
a
daily
you feel safe and have food
and water. Shauna Swerland basis: Swerland does a LOT
of Zoom meetings during the
is helping by helping people
pandemic. A lot of people are
get jobs!
getting laid off from their job
because of CODIV-19. Well,
A little more about
her job is to get people jobs,
Swerland’s job! Shauna
Swerland is a Chief Executive so I can imagine she has very
busy days. She interviews
Officer of Fuel Talent. She
people and learns what they
matches people with jobs at
companies. Shauna Swerland need in a job, and what they
are good at and like to do.
loves her job. She gets to
She interviews companies to BY LUCA
give back to people. She
find out what they need.
loves to help people by
getting them jobs, which
helps them make money and How does Swerland benefit
the community? Swerland’s
be able to eat and drink!
job helps the community
because it helps people get
Did Swerland have to have
food, houses, and some
any special training to get
things for their kids. People
her job? Swerland is
are happy when they have
PERFECT for her job! Even
though she didn't have to get money—they can get what
they need and what they
any special training, she is
talkative, understanding, kind want. They help other people
What is the purpose of the
job? The purpose of
Swerland’s job is to get
people jobs! She has a BIG
passion for her job. She gets
to help many people find
work, which helps them for
life. Swerland really likes to
be able to give back to
people.
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A JOB THAT WELCOMES NEW LIFE INTO
THE WORLD
Meet Dr. Shani Delaney: Obstetrician
patients with labor and delivery.
How does an obstetrician
benefit the community? An
obstetrician helps the community
by keeping pregnant people and
their unborn babies safe, and by
helping her patients have a safe
labor and delivery.

“We’ll do everything we can to try
to make the baby healthy.”

Dr. Shani Delaney has a very
interesting job, and she is very
crucial in the community. There
are a lot of different things that
she does, from talking to her
patients to delivering babies. In
terms of pregnancies, Dr.
Delaney does it all.

What is Dr. Delaney’s favorite
part of the job? Dr. Delaney
loves delivering babies. She
loves meeting the babies for the
first time, and being there for
something that is such a big
moment in the parents’ lives.

What made you choose to be
an obstetrician over other
kinds of doctors? Dr. Delaney
always knew that she wanted to
be a doctor. When she was a
young child, her teddy bear’s
arm fell off, and all she wanted
to do was sew it back on. She
has talked about being a doctor
ever since! When she was in
high school, she was sure that
she wanted to be a doctor, and
she loved learning about the
human body. When she first
went to medical school, she did
not think that she wanted to be
an obstetrician—she actually
wanted to help college athletes
who got hurt, specifically at
women's colleges. Then, she
realized that she really wanted to
be an obstetrician!

What is a hard part of the job?
It is really hard for her to have to
tell people bad news about their
pregnancies. Sometimes she
has to tell the parents that their
babies might not be as healthy
as they anticipated, and she
What does Dr. Delaney do for a does not like those difficult
conversations.
living? Dr. Delaney is an
obstetrician, which is someone
What does she like to do in her
who takes care of people who
are pregnant. Dr. Delaney goes free time? Dr. Delaney likes to
the extra step and helps women play with her nieces. She loves
going on bike rides with them,
with complicated or high risk
going on vacation with them,
pregnancies. Pregnancies are
something that don’t really stop, and going camping with them.
regardless of quarantine. During She also enjoys gardening.
the COVID-19 quarantine, Dr.
BY MAGGIE
How long has she had her job?
Delaney still goes to the clinic,
and she still goes to the hospital To become a doctor, you have
to go to medical school first.
to help with labor and delivery.
After four years of medical
What are some specific things school, Dr. Delaney had to
choose what kind of doctor she
you do on a daily basis? Dr.
wanted to be. When she
Delaney does three major
things. She visits her patients in decided that she wanted to be
an obstetrician, she went to
the clinic, where she checks in
another four years of residency,
with them, talks with them, and
and then, when she decided to
sometimes gives them
ultrasounds. She also goes into specialize in high risk patients,
she went to another three years
the hospital, where she checks
in on patients who cannot leave of residency! She has been
because they are a little too sick doing her current job for eleven
years.
to be at home. She also helps
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AUTHOR OF LIFE
Meet Mika Song: Writer and Illustrator
uses watercolors to color
them in.

Pratt Institute in Brooklyn,
New York. She studied
animation there. Mika took
How does a
continuing education
writer/illustrator benefit
courses and writer’s
the community? Mika
workshops when she
Song likes reading her
realized writing picture
books to kids, so that’s why books was what she
she does class visits. The
wanted to do.
kids
are
always
a
bit
“Part of my job is to show
Where do you work? Mika
my own experience in life.” surprised when they find
does her work at home. In
out that she wrote the
her office, she has her
book.
Have you ever wondered
drawings on the walls. Her
what it’s like to be an
What
is
Mika’s
favorite
drawing table is in her
author? Mika Song is a
part
of
the
job?
One
of
bedroom with her paints
writer and illustrator. She
Mika’s
favorite
parts
of
her
and her computer is in the
makes graphic novels and
job
is
drawing.
She
always
living room.
kids’ books. Read on if you
want to find out more about likes it when the drawings
turn out the way she wants
Mika Song.
them to. She also really
likes reading her stories to
The Big Picture: what
kids. She likes when they
does it mean to be a
react and especially when
writer/illustrator? Mika
the kids laugh at the funny
writes and illustrates
parts.
graphic novels and kid’s
books.
What are the biggest
What is the purpose of the challenges? One of Mika’s
job? Mika Song shows her challenges is marketing
BY NICOLAS
experience through books. herself. She is not naturally
Everyone has a voice. Mika good at marketing. She
would rather just make
thinks it’s important that
more books instead of
everyone has an opinion
and shares what they think. going around asking for
someone to buy her book.
As a writer and illustrator,
this means she shares her
Where do your ideas
ideas through books.
come from? Mika gets her
What day-to-day activities ideas from out in the world.
help get to that purpose? The idea for her latest book
On a daily basis, Mika does came from seeing some
things to create her books. squirrels playing around a
She writes the scripts. She donut truck.
draws the illustrations in
pencil. She traces over the How did you learn to
pencil drawings. Then she make books? Mika went to
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THE ROCKSTAR DIRECTOR
Meet David Llama: Director
What is the purpose of the
job? The purpose of Llama’s
job is to advertise for
companies and brands.
Advertising can make them
more known. He was very
kind when I talked to him, so I
can definitely tell he is a very
good person. He works hard
to make things really
interesting. The purpose is to
help people who ask for help.

What are the biggest
challenges? Getting up early
in the morning. He likes to run
early in the morning before
going to work at 5 or 6 am.
This means he needs to wake
up SUPER early. He needs to
be awake and excited to work
because one of his jobs is to
get everyone around him
excited to work too. Another
challenge is working on ideas.
Sometimes you think you have
How does an advertisement a great idea, and then realize
director benefit the
two days later it wasn’t the
“It’s fun to think about ideas
community?
Llama
helps
one. “You have to let it go.”
and make them happen.”
companies and brands be
He then continued, “One
heard.
“One
project
I
did
was
thing that all humans should
Picture this, you have a
with
Microsoft.
It
was
a
know: making mistakes is the
company that really needs
‘everyone
come
together’
best way to learn.”
advertising, you need to find
type
of
thing.
It
was
in
Times
someone to help you since
If you could have any job in
Square. We created a sign
you're too busy, you text or
the world what would it be?
that
said
‘I
Love
You’.
We
maybe call a friend who
To be a rockstar! He says he
need
less
hate
and
more
love
recommends El Animal. So
loves music and it would be
in
the
world,
especially
right
you go and look it up, and it's
really awesome job to be a
now.
It
was
in
sign
language.”
PERFECT! You call and ask
rockstar and make music. He
There
is
a
video
on
his
web
about directing a movie and
said he would play guitar.
they agree! The ad turned out site that is really cool.
BEAUTIFUL. You were so
What is Llama’s favorite part Did you think you would end
happy. Then you think, who
did the directing and editing? of the job? Being on the set up with this job? Yes and no.
Llama used to just edit, but
where they film. Llama said
Well, it must have been…
after a while he asked, “why
that
he
liked
how
he
felt
he
David Llama! One of the best
did they shoot it like, that they
was
the
boss.
I
think
it’s
sad
directors EVER.
should have shot it
that he cannot go to the set
differently.” Then some
The Big Picture: what does anymore to film because of
the quarantine. He also liked people he worked with said
it mean to be an
he should try directing.
advertisement director? To working with Pearl Jam on
be an advertisement director some of their shows to help
the homeless community in
is to film ads and write
Seattle. He interviewed
stories. Detailing how he
homeless people and helped
spends his day, Llama said,
share their stories. Llama
“By writing mostly. The
stories are relatable so people really enjoyed being able to
help. He is a very big fan of
are more intrigued. Editing
and piecing it together makes Pearl Jam and being able to
work with them was really
it magical.” That is what
cool for him. There is a video
advertising is all about, and
on his site that you can
clearly, he loves what he
watch.
does.

BY REINA
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MOMA FROM YOUR HOME-A
Meet Young Sun Compton: Graphic Designer for MOMA
possible for people to see
the amazing MOMA from
home.

job is easier to do in a
physical place than on a
screen. But there are some
benefits to working from
home. Before the Corona
quarantine Young Sun had
to commute for 30 minutes
each morning just to get to
work. Now he has more time
with his wife and dog.

“We live in a very fast paced
world and sometimes you
just run out of time.”

How does a graphic
designer benefit the
community? Young Sun
helps people learn about art
and why it was made and
how it was made. Someone
made art and wanted to
share it and wanted people
to enjoy it. Seeing art can
bring happiness and
inspiration and a reality of
the world.

Imagine sitting in your living
room in quarantine. Well, I
guess you don’t need to
imagine spending all day on
the screen waiting, wanting,
wishing to go out and see
the rest of the world. Well,
now you can because of
Young Sun Compton. Keep
reading to find out how
corona has affected Young
Sun and his job.

What is your favorite part
of the job? Young Sun’s
favorite part of his job is
being able to talk to people
and connect with them. He
especially enjoys talking with BY RUBY
people who have more
experience than him and
who have a different
knowledge. He likes to learn.
But now he can only do that
through Zoom or FaceTime.

What are your biggest
challenges since the
Corona quarantine? There
have been some challenges
because of Corona. Young
Sun now works from home.
His job is harder because he
doesn’t know exactly what
the museum visitor is looking
for or interested in seeing. In
the museum visitors can
interact and talk to people at
the information desk. But
now they can’t do that.
Young Sun has to make it
What is the purpose of your easier and simpler to
job? Young Sun makes it
navigate the museum. This
The Big Picture: what does
it mean to be a graphic
designer? It can mean many
different things to be a
graphic designer. A graphic
designer can be someone
who designs websites or
other things in a digital or
paper way. Designers use
computers and other types
of technologies to create an
image. Young Sun and the
other designers at MOMA
create MOMA’s website.
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FROM PIZZA-MAKING ROBOTS TO A
SUCCESSFUL START-UP!
Meet Heather Redman: Venture Capitalist at Flying Fish Partners
investing others’ money, Redman
gave her own and later they gave
her a percentage. Most Venture
Capitalists start off as Angel
Investors, then they become
successful enough to ask others to
give them money to invest instead.
How does a Venture Capitalist
benefit the community:
Redman’s work creates jobs. It
also makes other people who
invested their money with her gain
more at the end of the day, if she
made good decisions and the
companies succeed.

for people. They identify big ideas
that would create successful
companies, and then invest
people’s money into them. She
has interviews with people who
want her to give them money so
that they can become successful.
She also has to make decisions
about which companies they give
money to.

Heather’s favorite part of the
job? One of her favorite parts of
her job is hearing the ideas of the
entrepreneurs and thinking about
whether those ideas could turn
“What I do is I invest other peoples’
into real companies and
money into companies that are very How does quarantine affect your businesses.
small, but that we think might get
work? Redman used to meet in
big very quickly.”
What are the biggest
person, but now she meets over
challenges? She has to say no to
Zoom. The main way it has
Imagine you have the most
affected her is that she doesn’t
a lot of ideas, and that's hard. She
amazing idea for an AI robot. But have to travel all over the world to decides whether or not they are
there's only one problem. You
see people. This means she has
good ideas and if she thinks that
don't have any money! Have no
more time to spend with her
people will buy them. There are a
fear! It's time to call Heather
teammates because all of them are lot of other different reasons for
Redman. Heather Redman is a
not traveling so much, and they
saying no, as well. Another part of
venture capitalist at Flying Fish
can meet more over Zoom. It is
Redman’s job that is hard, is when
Partners, right here in Seattle.
hard, too, because Redman can’t companies that they did fund, and
Keep reading to learn more.
see people in person and find out got to know very well, end up
more about who they are, which
failing and their employees lose
Please explain what you do for a helps the company make their
their jobs. Part of her business is
living. I know you are a Venture decisions. Redman likes to see
taking lots of risks, because they
Capitalist. Can you tell me more how much grit and perseverance
want the companies they invest in
about that? Redman is a person
her clients have. How many times to get really big, really fast! They
who helps small start-up
can they fail and get back up on
are supportive of failures, as well
companies and businesses to get their feet? It's easier for Heather
as successes.
on their feet and become much
to assess that in person. She likes
bigger, by investing other people’s to see how her clients treat each
money into them. She specializes other and work together. She says
in technology and Artificial
they sometimes see two to five
Intelligence. She says that they
people in their office.
see a lot of robotics and speechunderstanding things!
What is the most interesting
company you have invested in?
What other jobs have you had
A company that makes robots, but
before? How did they lead you
not just any robots. It's a system
to now? Heather started out as a that makes pizzas. It makes 300
Corporate Lawyer, which means
pizzas an hour, with infinite
she represented companies. She combinations of toppings, one
built businesses from very small to after another!
BY SYLVIE
very big. Then, she became an
Angel Investor, which is like a
What is the purpose of your job?
Venture Capitalist, but instead of
To create jobs and opportunities
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THE MAGIC OF ACUPUNCTURE
Meet Lisa Porad: Acupuncturist
relaxed and calm.
Sometimes, you have mild
pains where the needles
were placed, but that
usually goes away in an
hour or so.
What does an
acupuncture session look
like?
“I really love treating
When a patient comes in,
people, and I love the
Lisa Porad takes them into
beauty of Chinese
her office, and they sit and
medicine. It helps the
talk for about 20 minutes.
world make sense to me.”
The patient then lies on a
table, and Lisa Porad
Have you ever wondered
inserts the needles, which
what it would be like to be can take 30 minutes to a
an acupuncturist or have
whole hour. She then
acupuncture? Well you
removes the needles, and
don’t have to wonder
then the patient leaves.
anymore, because Lisa
Porad is ready to tell you all How does an
about it! Lisa Porad runs
acupuncturist benefit the
her own business, which is
community?
called Lisa Porad
Lisa Porad helps our
Acupuncture, located on
Mercer Island. Do you still community by providing an
alternative way to heal
want to know more about
aches and pains.
acupuncture? If you do,
keep reading to learn more
about her business and her What are Lisa’s hobbies?
Some of Lisa Porad’s
personal life!
hobbies are knitting, going
for walks in the park and
The Big Picture:
going to see concerts,
what does it mean to be
which she is sad about
an acupuncturist, and
because she won’t get to
what is the purpose?
do that for a while.
An acupuncturist helps
relieve both physical pains What does Lisa do after a
and emotional stresses.
work day?
They relieve sores and
Lisa Porad closes up her
pains in your body by
office, then heads home to
inserting fine, sterile
needles into your skin. After hang out with her family
and do things she finds fun
an acupuncture session,
after a long day.
you are supposed to feel
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Now that you know more
about Lisa Porad and her
business, you might want to
try acupuncture to help you
with aches and pains or if
you want a relaxing
experience!

BY SOPHIA
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WHO TEACHES TEACHERS?
Meet Carrie Tzou: Educator of Educators
What is the purpose of the
job? One purpose of Dr.
Tzou’s job is to make
educators see themselves as
scientists so they can make
kids see themselves as
scientists. It's really fun for
her to make them realize that
when they are baking or
gardening or doing any other
everyday activities, they are
doing science.
How does your job benefit
the community? Dr. Tzou
“Science is a part of
works with science centers,
everybody’s life.”
libraries and schools, and all
those places really benefit
Did you know our teachers
had teachers who taught them everybody’s communities.
how to be teachers?
What is your favorite part of
Carrie Tzou teaches teachers your job? Talking to kids!
That's her favorite part, and
how to teach science! She
that's why she was so excited
used to work with kids in
to do this interview with
elementary school but now
she works at the University of Spruce Street School! She
used to teach kids, but now
Washington teaching
teachers! She also works with she teaches adults so she
libraries, science centers and doesn't talk to kids in
elementary school as much
schools to think up fun
activities for kids and families. anymore.
Read on for more awesome
What are the biggest
information about Dr. Tzou.
challenges of your job?
The Big Picture: what does Sometimes people think that
it mean to be an educator of there is only one way to do
science, and that it’s done by
educators? One part of Dr.
Tzou’s job is to teach people adults, but Dr. Tzou believes
how to be elementary school that everybody does/can do
teachers. Another part of her science no matter their age or
anything else.
job is to work with schools,
museums, Seattle libraries,
How is your workplace
and the Pacific Science
handling the coronavirus?
Center to think of fun projects Dr. Tzou is at home and
for kids and families to do
teaching classes online, and
together. They are all
working really hard to make
educators too, and your
sure her students still feel
parents are also educators,
supported during this time.
so we work with everybody to She is thinking a lot about
work on science programs,
this, and wondering how she
can keep meeting with
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students even when they
aren't seeing each other in
person. She wants to make
sure that her students know
that she is somebody they can
connect with, and her
workplace, the University of
Washington, is being really
great about providing her
students with computers and
internet hotspots for those
who don’t have them.
Are there any fun activities
you are doing during
coronavirus? Dr. Tzou has
been doing lots of knitting—
she loves to knit—and her
family has been baking a lot in
their household and trying out
new recipes. And they are
also learning Spanish!

BY VIOLET
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